Toybob breed:

- Natural Breed
- Originated in Russia
- Novel tail mutation
- Moderately small cat
Toybob breed history

- **1988** – First record of small cat name *Kutsy* born in cattery “Kutc” bred by Elena Krasnichenko
- **Late 2000’s** “Si-Savat” and “Little Angel” cattery and other Ural based catteries expanding of the genetic pool:
  - 1990-2000 continued to develop the Toybob breed through adding other recognized breeds: Thai, Mekong (Bobtail Thai cats) and domestic cats
- **Mid/Late 2000’s** import Toybob to USA (TICA registered)
- **2012-2019** breed expansion to other cat fancier’s associations
  - After 2012 outcross only to Domestic Russian shorthair and long hair cats with similar phenotype (with no other structural mutation)

"On August 08, 2018, the Toybob celebrated 30 years of existence."
CFA Toybob Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEAD (40)</th>
<th>BODY (40)</th>
<th>COAT (20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shape..........</td>
<td>Shape...........</td>
<td>Texture/ Density...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzzle ........</td>
<td>Neck............</td>
<td>Color ........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin...........</td>
<td>Legs/Feet.......</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose...........</td>
<td>Bone............</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ears...........</td>
<td>Musculature....</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye............</td>
<td>Tail............</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CFA Toybob Standards

HEAD: Shape – The head is a medium-sized wedge with rounded contours, slightly longer than it is broad, with a flat plane above the eyebrow and with rounded cheekbones curved inward from just below the eyes ending mid-way along the head to create a very slight whisker pinch. The profile is distinctly curved, with a dip from the forehead to the nose at eye level; but, without a definite stop. Muzzle – The muzzle itself is in good proportion to the face and ends in a rounded square-box shape. Chin – The chin is strong; neither protruding nor receding. Nose – The nose is Roman in profile. Ears - The ears are tall and high on the head; one ear-width apart at the base. Ears are as tall as they are broad; without ear tufts in semi-longhairs. Allowance should be made for widening of the head due to stud jowls in adult males. Eyes – The eyes are large and expressive; oval with a slight upward slant. This big-eyed look is what gives the desired sweet-faced expression. A line drawn for the outer corner of the eye leads to the outer base of the ear.

BODY: Shape – The body is somewhat short and compact with a solid, rounded chest, broad rib-cage, and slight depth of flank; all of which contribute to a solid overall body appearance. Neck – The neck is short and thick. Allowance should be made for a slightly longer neck in kittens. Legs/Feet – The legs are sturdy and medium in length; and in good proportion to the body. Hind legs are slightly longer than front legs. The feet and rounded with elongated toes on the hind legs. Bone – Bone is sturdy, yet moderately refined; in harmony with the rest of the body; neither heavy nor delicate. Musculature – Firm, solid, and well-developed with clean lines and without coarseness. Tail – The tail is bobbed with kinks and curves in any size and combination, but also may be almost straight. The minimum tail length is an inch; and the maximum (without stretching) is down to the hock. The tail may be gently felt to determine smaller kinks.

COAT: Texture/Density: Shorthair -Coat is short, soft and slightly plush to the touch, dense but not thick. The coat is rather resilient and not close lying to the body. The coat has developed undercoat where the topcoat is almost the same length as the undercoat. Stomach hair is shorter and softer, while fur texture on the spine area is slightly thicker and coarser. Longhair: the coat is semi-longhair in length and softer than the short-coated variety. Topcoat is slightly longer in length than the undercoat but also giving it a plushy but not too thick feel through the entire body. The coat has very minimal ruff if any over the whole cat’s body with visible ears and feet furnishings. No ear tufts.

Color – Any color or combination is allowed.

PENALIZE: Small eyes. Legs too short. Foreign body type; oversized cat. Longer neck in adult specimen. Tail past hock.

DISQUALIFY: Complete absence of tail.

PERMISSIBLE OUTCROSS: Russian Domestic Cats (both LH and SH) with similar phenotypes. (Currently imported from Russia).
The ideal Toybob is a moderately small cat with well-balanced features; medium bone structure and good musculature. Toybobs have compact bodies, with short bobbed tails, consisting of one or more kinked vertebrae. Toybobs come in both shorthair and (semi) longhair varieties; the only difference being the coat length. Toybobs have pleasant, affectionate temperaments, and they bond closely with their human companions. They are gentle and amenable to handling. Despite their small size, they are active, playful, and agile.
Medium sized modified wedge with rounded contours and flat plane above the eyebrows. Head is slightly longer than broad with rounded cheekbones curved inward from face to mid muzzle, to create a slight to no whisker pinch and ending in a modified rounded square shaped muzzle with a roman nose.

Distinctly curved profile with a dip from the forehead to the nose at the mid-eye level. No definite stop. Allowances must be made for jowls in adult males, do not penalize.
EYES- 10 POINTS

Eyes large, expressive, oval shape with a slight upward slant.

The line across the corners of the eye leads to the outer base of the ear.

Eye color related to coat color.
EARS - 5 POINTS

Medium tall, high on head, one ear width apart at base.

Ears must be as tall as wide, with slightly rounded tips and tilted forward.
3 POINTS

NECK

Short and thick. Allowances must be made for longer necks in kittens.

4 POINTS

MUZZLE

Short, rounded, modified square shape in proportion to the face. Nose is Roman.
PROFILE

Distinctly curved profile with a dip from the forehead to the nose at the eye-middle level. Definite stop is not allowed.

3 POINTS

CHIN

Strong with moderate depth, so as to still be in line with nose tip. Chin must be neither receding nor protruding.
**TORSO**

Moderately small and compact with solid chest, broad rib cage and slight depth of flank add to the torso solidness of the overall body balance. Back is almost straight when viewed from the side when cat is relaxed- standing.

**LEGS**

Strong, medium in proportion to the body. Hind legs are slightly longer than front legs.

**FEET**

Rounded with elongated toes on the hind legs.
NOTE: THE TOYBOB TAIL SHOULD BE HANDLED VERY GENTLY. NO ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE TO STRAIGHTEN OUT THE TAIL.

TAIL

Bobbed with kinks and curves in any combination, but also may be almost straight. The tail minimum length is 1 inch (minimum two vertebrae) to the maximum length (without stretching) down to the hock. The last bone may gently be felt to be pointed, not blunt.
MUSCULATURE

Firm, solid and well developed with clean lines and no bulging appearance.

BONING

Strong, moderately refined and proportional to the body. Neither heavy nor delicate.
Length and Texture: Coat is short, soft and slightly plush to the touch, dense. The coat is resilient and not close lying to the body. The topcoat is almost the same length as the undercoat. Stomach hair is shorter and softer, while fur texture on the spine area is slightly thicker and coarser. Kittens can have a somewhat woolly coat.

Color: Accepted in all recognized colors and patterns.
Length and Texture:
Coat is semi-longhair in length and softer than the short-coated variety. Topcoat is slightly longer in length than the undercoat but also giving it a plushy but not too thick feel through the entire body. The coat has very minimal ruff if any over the whole cat’s body with visible ears and feet furnishings. No ear tufts.

Color:
Accepted in all recognized colors and patterns.
Semi-longhair (Seal Lynx) Toybob
TOYBOB PERSONALITY

The Toybob personality and small cuddly size make this breed popular as a companion cat. Perky, charming, and playful, the Toybob is less hyperactive than some other breeds, and overall very quite cat. Loving, social, playful, yet very content to be your “all day” lap cat. You can often find them perched high on top of our furniture, for it is one an agile climber, seamlessly light and graceful on its feet, much like any other cat. Toybobs are very intelligent, yet the most generous with their affection. They will follow you everywhere you go, as they love the companion of others. This very gentle yet merry breed enjoys attention and interaction, making a terrific pet for children, senior citizens and is often used as a therapy cat.

“Toybobs Are Like Potato Chips.. It’s Hard To Resist Just Having One!!!”

Natalia Te’dyakova
Liliput’s Cattery
Orenburg, Russia
TOYBOB One on One

Zayka’s & Antoshka’s First Baby, “Pushka”
Pushka Ready For Bed
Looking For Kisses
Cuddles

Full grown 4lb. Pushka
More Toybob Kittens For Me!
Cuddles, Always Cuddles
I Am Small Kitten But A Master In Agility & Heights

ATRIBUTION to SARI JAMES who was a dear friend, Toybob lover, and breeder
I Can Jump High & Land On My Strong Feet
My Favorite Toy
New Litter Of Five!
Loves to Show The Others How To Stretch Properly
This Is My Fave Spot to Play Hide & Seek
I Have You In My Sights!
I Am Braver When Mom is Around
Aren’t I Pretty?

Little Momma Pushka & Daughter
Puppy Play
My Favorite Spot To End The Day

END